
Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Boston would receive  
$91.3 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Brockton would receive  
$69.9 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Chelsea would receive  
$33.6 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Chicopee would receive  
$22.8 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Everett would receive  
$30.1 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Fall River would receive 
$53.3 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Framingham would receive 
$18 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Holyoke would receive 
$29.9 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Lawrence would receive 
$74 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Lowell would receive  
$65.1 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Lynn would receive  
$79 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Malden would receive  
$20.5 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

New Bedford would receive  
$67.9 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Pittsfield would receive  
$19.8 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Revere would receive  
$32.5 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Salem would receive  
$14.2 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Springfield would receive  
$150 million in additional 
state education aid under 

the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!



Tell your legislators you want them to pass the 
Promise Act, a once-in-a-generation chance to increase equity 
and make dramatic improvements for our students. Three-quarters 
of the new funding would go to high-poverty districts.  

Schools could offer more services that parents, educators and 
local leaders know are needed to help students thrive, such as:

 � Smaller class sizes

 � More enrichment and advanced-work classes

 � More counseling and guidance services

 � Better technology, materials and supplies

 � More art, music and electives

 � More early education, after-school and summer school programs

 � More classroom aides 

 � More support for English learners and students with disabilities

FUND OUR 
FUTURE

INVEST IN THE SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES OUR COMMUNITIES DESERVE

Worcester would receive 
$108.2 million in additional 

state education aid under 
the Promise Act.*

It’s Time to Keep Our Promise to Our Students!

Statewide, the Promise Act would provide $1.4 billion in new state aid.  
The bill has been co-sponsored by 119 state representatives and senators,  
but it is still stuck in committee. It’s time to act!

* Based on an analysis by the Massachusetts 
Budget and Policy Center of the Promise Act  
in the final year of a seven-year phase-in.

Go to FUNDOURFUTUREMA.ORG to contact your legislators. Ask them to pass the Promise Act now! Our students can’t wait!


